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RESPONSIBILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY OF STATES, TRANSNATIONAL
CORPORATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS IN THE FIELD OF HUMAN
RIGHTS TO SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT:
A CRITIQUE.
Shadrack Gutto
The Political Economy of Human Rights: The Theoretical and Analytical
Perspective and Scope
The 'right to development" has become an established international
legal and political norm. It is already attracting considerable
scholarly attention even among those who adhere to liberal,
non-Marxist-Leninist, philosophical viewpoints.1 In the present
contribution the "right to development" is seen to be worthy of serious
discussion provided that it is conceived broadly as the right of all
peoples to equal social development embracing the economic, social,
political, civil, cultural, legal and other such disaggregated components.
In the current general and intensifying global struggles between
socialism and capitalism and between "advanced" and less-developed
societies, the latter being generally under imperialist domination, a lot
of efforts have been made within the capitalist camp by many scholars,
politicians and moralists of all kinds to disaggregate the "rights" with
the sole purpose, conscious or unconscious, of supporting or justifying
certain class and ideological positions. Thus in industrially advanced
capitalist societies human rights are conceived narrowlv to mean certain
political and civil rights which however are hardly realised for the mass
of the population. Such approaches are not irrational but are consistent
with the bourgeois world outlook and are meant to reinforce the class
divisions in society, to support exploitative relations and the
domination of the minority property-owning classes over the majority of
working people. The unsatisfactory nature of these approaches is now
recognized and has been subjected to criticism even from those who hold
liberal views. Examples of such criticisms are those in relation to the
conceptualisation and practice of human rights in the U.S.A.2 and also
within the capitalist, Western European system.3
It can be argued, however, that because of the high level of
development of productive forces within these societies and the profit
derived from the third world the living standards achieved are acceptable
to the majority of the population. This is only partially true.
Inherent in such societies are institutionalized class inequalities,
exploitation and oppression of the majority working people by the
minority who control the basic means of production and the state
apparatus. In addition, and because of the class nature of these
societies, there is no single one of them with multi-ethnic populations
where racism is not Dart and parcel of the oppressive social structures.
The U.S.A., in the 1980's, offers a class example.4 Furthermore, the
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wealth accumulated in the hands of the ruling classes in these
imperialist societies is a measure of the systematic economic plunder and
political and social repression of the workers and peasants in the less
industrialized societies.5
In short, the right to equal social development of alf peoples in
these countries does not exist and cannot exist without revolutionary
social transformation in the industria-liz-ed capitalist societies and
their colonial and neo-colonial empires in the third world. The claims
by ruling class ideologists, academic or otherwise, that these societies
are the cornerstones of human rights and democracy is therefore
unsupportable by concrete empirical evidence.
From the foregoing it should be apparent that a human right to equal
social development of all peoples in the third world countries can only
be looked at seriously in the context of the historically determined
integration of the economies and social structures in these countries
into those of the industrially developed capitalist countries. The class
structures based on deformed and uneven development of capitalism in
third world countries which are integrated in the imperialist system are
central in determining the possibilities and levels of realisation of
equal social development. The control of the means of production by a
handful of local minority ruling classes and monopoly capitalist
institutions based in the industrialised Western countries make it
virtually impossible for equal social development to take place in those
countries within the imperialist camp. Of necessity then, the third
world countries under imperialism are structured as theatres of and for
mass violations and denials of a human right to equal social
development. Monopoly capitalism and its supporters in these countries
are responsible.
Within, and because of, these concrete historically determined
realities, there exist a variety of positions regarding human rights and
social development. One of the approaches to human rights adopted in
most of the third world countries which fall within the imperialist camp,
involves legislative enactment of constitutional provisions that deal
only with declarations of civil and political rights. Such provisions,
many of them drafted for them by their former colonizers or present
neo-colonizers, obviously amount to the entrenchment of grosser forms of
social inequalities and deprivation in the developed imperialist
countries since in these third world countries the working classes do not
have access to the basic material requirements that would justify the
exclusion of monitorable socio-economic goals and guarantees. The
exclusion of socio-economic rights and duties which, from a materialist
perspective, form the basis of other forms of rights, is often justified
on the basis that socio-economic rights are not justiciable - thus
reducing the argument to simple technical difficulties in the judicial
processes. 6  In typical double-talk, the very same people maintain that
it is necessary, in the interest of development, to postpone civil and
political rights.7
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The other, and perhaps the most dangerous variant, of the reasoning
used to explain the difficulty and even the impossibility of attaining
social development and equality in backward Third World societies is that
which maintains that these societies operate under communalistic
"traditional" values which ensures that all wealth is shared!
It is necessary at this juncture to point out that among the
socialist and socialist oriented countries, there is an uneven
realisation of the people's right to equal social development. This is
also historically determined. Socialism is a historical phase in the
transition from capitalism to communism and to that extent it still
embodies differing levels of attainment of social democracy, depending on
the point at which different countries embarked on the socialist path to
development as well as how long they have been socialist.8 From this
scientific perspective, it ought to be clear that a society does not
become an advanced socialist or classless communist society the moment it
embarks on a socialist revolution and on reconstruction along
Marxist-Leninist principles. If two countries at different levels in the
development of productive forces begin to follow the socialist path at
the same time, the manifestation of class contradictions faced by these
two countries in their struggle to transform and create a new society
will be different. The point we are making here is that socialist
countries, particularly the young ones, are not classless communist
societies, although the socialist transformation in all genuinely
socialist societies necessarily leads to the only conditions wherein the
human rights to equal social development of all peoples can be realised.
In this regard, therefore, any analysis of the stages reached in the
realisation of socialism must be based on concrete and specific
evaluations of the societies involved.
On the basis of the foregoing, it needs to be understood that a few
proponents of socialism have tended to be over anxious to demonstrate the
observable superior capacity of socialism to achieve equal social
development of all people. In their anxiety they have tended to over
generalise and give the impression that there is little left to be done
in socialist countries in raising the levels of attainment of social
development in all spheres of life. Such approaches have been
capitalised on by bourgeois scholars to denigrade socialism. It is,
therefore, necessary that socialists be prepared to accept the challenges
they face in realising the objects of socialist development of society.
In other words, socialists should not be carried away by socialist
successes.
It is also to be borne in mind that socialist countries and socialist
state enterprises are involved in cdmmercial, social and cultural
exchanges with capitalist and other socialist countries. It is crucial
then that these relations be subjected to open and honest assessment so
as to raise the efficiency and benefits arising therefrom as well as
assigning responsibility to specific juridical persons where these
interactions may hinder the achievement of certain aspects of human
rights.
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In the context of what we have stated-above regarding the concept of
equal social development, it is proposed now to analyse some of the legal
regimes and instruments that form the basis of the current global
struggles for the creation of a new international economic and social
order - specifically the United Nations General Assembly Declaration on
the Establishment of a New International Economic Order (NIEO)9 the
accompanying Programme of ActionlU and the Charter of Economic Rights
and Duties of States (CERDS).ll The complementarity of these
instruments is clearly expressed 12 and what shall be attempted here is
to analyse how they define the role and responsibility of states,
monopoly capitalist institutions (the transnational corporations) and
state institutions for the promotion and protection of the human right to
equal social development. The concern and task of what follows is,
therefore, to describe and analyse:
- the adequacy or otherwise of present legal
forms to identify and apportion responsibility
and accountability to the major participants in
the international and national socio-economic
relationships.
- the extent to which the current efforts are
meaningfully addressed to the necessary
restructuring of production relations.
It should be pointed out that the transition from capitalism to socialism
cannot be achieved in a few decades in all societies as it is an ongoing
process wherein all the contradictions within capitalism must be used.
The call for a new international economic and social order places demands
on the capitalist world order and our task here is to identify from that
standpoint the status and efficacy of various existing legal norms and
institutions.
States, finance capitalist institutions and the NIEO
The status of and relationship between states and dominant economic
institutions and the effect of their individual and joint activities on
the process of development in the Third World is decisive. Chapter II,
Article 2(2)(a) and (b) of CEROS,13 Paragraph 4(g) of the D slaration
on NIEO,1l and Parts II, V and X of the Programme of Action±l
recognise and envisage certain roles for states and for certain economic
institutions ("the foreign investors"). These are:
- the duty of capital-importing states to
regulate activities of foreign investors in
line with their "national objectives and
priorities" and "economic and social policies";
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- the implied duty of capital exporting states
not to compel societies where they export their
capital to grant preferential treatment to
foreign capital;
- the duty of transnational corporations not to
intervene in the internal affairs of the host
states;
- the recognition of the central .role of the
World Bank Group in the envisaged restructuring
of the international financial order;
- the undefined duty of states to co-operate
among themselves for the purpose of achieving
the above objectives.
Efforts to concretize these obiectives have concentrated on
developing essentially non-bindingI6 codes of conduct covering
different aspects of activities of major capital institutions. The U.N.
Commission on Transnational Corporations and the U.N. Centre on
Transnational Corporations are the primary organs for co-ordinating
activities in this direction. Among the existing codes and draft codes
are:
- the Restrictive Business Practices Code
(1980),17 originating from UNCTAD (1973).
The Code is a simplistic attempt to apply
anti-trust legal principles aimed at breaking
the dominance or restricting the formation of
monopoly capitalist institutions and also
recommending preferential treatment for less
developed countries. It further appeals,
almost in a religious sense, to the
"conscience" of these transnaticnal
corporations to allow free exchange of
industrial information. Such an appeal
directly contradicts the whole basis of
bourgeois property and production relations.
The code vests power of supervision in the
World Trade Commission. The efficacy of the
code is eroded by permitting states to exclude
the application of its principles to specified
trade and investment agreements and by
excluding altogether agreements involvingstates:lI
- the Infant Formula Code 19 that require
improved infant food formulae, restrictions on
indiscriminate advertisements and'correct
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labelling methods. This Code is essentially in
the same class as the 1977 ILO Guidelines on
the Safe Use of Pesticides as well as the Code
of Practice adopted by the International
Chamber of Commerce in 1974;
- the public-relations type OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises of 1976 (revised
1979) which cover principally the same ground
as those found in the above-mentioned codes and
guidelines and is equally ncn-binding;
- the ILO Principles of 197720 which
essentially appeal to transnational
corporations to consider social policies in
their investments and treatment of workers as
well as bestowing on states the onus of
supervising adherence to the principles;
- draft codes; the International Code on the
Transfer of Technology; the Code on
Transnational Corporations; and the
International Agreement on Illicit Payments.
The book edited by K. Hossain2l and the
Proceedings of the (60th) Montreal Conference
of the International Law Association (1982)22
are instructive in this area.
At the time of writing, the above are the most significant of the
efforts so far made at the international level in drawing up legal and
quasi-legal instruments in line with the efforts geared towards the
restructuring of the world economy. Although not directly incorporating
justiciable rights and duties, they may be said to expose some of the
production relations that require change as well as providing principles
and norms that can be adopted and used to fecilitate the achievement of
development-oriented changes.
In spite of these advances, which are hardly exemplary given that it
is now a decade since the Declaration on the NIEO and the CERDS, the
assumptions underlying the 1974 Declarations and the subsequent Codes of
Conduct require reassessment. As already pointed out, provisions such as
those requiring transnational corporations to exchange industrial and
trade information are absurd and unworkable; the same applies to the
principles that attack concession gained by coercion. The latter
principle is worthless in most third world countries where the
leaderships are dependent on these same foreign interests for their
social and political survival. It should be recognized that foreign
investors are inherently part and parcel of the political economies
within which they operate. To say that they should not "intervene" in
the internal affairs of Lhe countries they operate in is absurd and
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demonstrates the nature of legal thinking that fails to recognize the
integrated nature of foreign capital. Provisions on the duty of states
to regulate activities of transnational corporations are also only
relevant if one assumes a political leadership whose social interests and
ideology stands in contradiction to those of such foreign institutions.
With regard to restructuring international financial order, nothing seems
to have been done since 1974 --hence the international financial and
economic crisis of the 1980's that has affected the third world much
worse .than it has the developed countries.23 Recently salvage
operations-have been attempted but by the very states and international
monopolies that have been responsible for the current crisis. 2 4 We can
only expect bad news from imperialist efforts to reform but the attempt
itself shows the sharpening bontradictions in the imperialist world.
The Unity between States and International Monopolies and Various Forms
of State Supported Institutions and the Need for Expansion of their Legal
Responsibilities and Accountability
The lack of legally enforceable guidelines and enforcement forums for
dealing with anti-development or other harmful activities of states and
private enterprise institutions is not accidental; it is a reflection of
the anti-human rights position held by the minority ruling capitalist
classes who control the major means of production and states. The status
qo strategy here is centred, first on the lack of clear identification
oFthe material unity that exists between states and major industrial
institutions in all political systems. Secondly on an insufficient
identification of activities inimical to development. The legal
separation of the state from economic institutions is the bourgeois
ideological extension of the separation of politics from economics which
translates itself into a denial that the state is an instrument of the
minority ruling economic classes.25 The myths of "free enterprise",
"free trade," "private foreign investments" are contrary to the reality
that without the unity between states and major economic institutions
international economic relations would not'have developed.26 As Lenin
demonstrated, the export of finance capital and the creation of spheres
of monpoly for various private capitalists relied on the imperialist
state2 and it is this alliance that we must lock at in analysing the
power of transnational corporations in the world as a whole and in the
third world in particular.
It is important, in developing a coherent legal structure that clear
and verifiable criteria be designed to be used in establishing the status
and relationship between different social actors, in this case the states
and major economic institutions whose activities may bear negatively on
the human right to equal social development. The methodology suggested
below, which is not meant to be comprehensive or arranged in hierarchical
order of importance, is geared towards what may be loosely termed
criteria for lifting state and corporate veils. Movement in this
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direction is indicated by the shift from the old doctrine of state
immunity in international law as being governed exclusively by principles
of Jure imperii to a doctrine which now separates state activities into
acta jure imperii and acta lure gestionis.28 The following form part
of the phenomena that subject to further empirical analysis, may reveal
the alliances between the states and various economic corporate entities
and assist in securing accountability:
Ownership and/or/control: direct or indirect equity ownership or
policy control of institutions and their activities. Examples here may
include nationalised industries, parastatals, joint ventures,
inter-governmental bodies. The World Bank, the World Health
Organization, OPEC, British Leyland, the Kenya Commercial Bank, British
American Tobacco (Kenya) and most state enterprises involved in economic
activities based in socialist countries may fall into this category.
Active diplomatic support: where a state negotiates officially with
another state or other economic institution on behalf of its so-called
"private enterprise".29 Examples abound here and should include
relations that develop in situations similar to those anticipated when
recently the British Prime Minister M rgaret Thatcher, took computers and
peddled these in the Japanese market3' and also where President
Mitterrand of France negotiated a deal for French nuclear reactors with
China.31
Subsidies: Direct or indirect subsidies to industry to help in
employment creation, industrial research, the use of social
infra-structure by industry, etc.32
Taxation and licensing: Tax exemptions and rebates, export and
import licensing for trade or investment, etc.
Control of labour and price-fixing: direct and indirect wages and
industrial action controls, price-fixing, marketing controls, etc.
Prospects for diplomatic intervention: almost all economic
institutions and individuals get support and strength from the right of
diplomatic intervention on their behalf by their home states;33 in
fact, the promise of some such intervention is sometimes put into treaty
form by states.34
Obviously more work is needed in this area but it should be clear
that the exercise is useful in ensuring that most activities are properly
accounted for and that some specific person, either a state, state organ
or private body is held responsible where its act violates or undermines
prospects for the realisation of the right to equal social development.
Since states have appropriated to themselves legal personality and
jurisdictional locus standi, it is only proper that a start be made with
them.,
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At present, many activities inimical to human rights go without
redress. It has been established in Kenya; for example, that certain
transnational corporations have reduced the people's nutritional intake
by their manufacturing activities;35 that through advice from the World
Bank, the Kenya Government undertook major irrigation schemes that have
turned into expensive white elephants,36 and that some transnationals
have been damaging people's health by selling teeth-damaging fluoride
toothpastes.3 7 Who is responsible and accountable for the injuries
caused and what enforcement fori are there? These are the basic
questions confronting advocates of human rightsto which lawyers can
contribute. The codes we have reviewed do not deal with most of these
areas, and articularly not the responsibilities of service
industries.98
Conclusions
I hope that the analysis presented here has shown that the human
right to equal social development is a task that requires the
transformation of many aspects of production relations as they exist
today, both within and across national boundaries. Simple declarations
will not do. Rather, we need to participate in mobilising revolutionary
forces for change of the social conditions that today only benefit a
small minority class. We must expose the inadequacies of the existing
law while at the same time mastering sufficient courage to propose
changes. As Professor Brownlie has noted, we.should always mobilize
international and national machineries simultaneously.39 The state
both in capitalist and socialist countries, developed and underdeveloped,
plays a central role in development and therefore the transfer of
political control to the working people as opposed to the exploiter
classes is central in the struggle to create a new international and
social order and to the establishment of the right to equal social
development. As efforts in these areas are taking place in the context
of the class struggle, contributions such as those in the juridical and
quasi-juridical instruments and institutions need to be assessed and
strengthened.
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